WLPP 2017 was a two-day workshop focusing on high-level programming for large-scale parallel systems and multicore processors, with special emphasis on component architectures and models. Its goal was to bring together researchers working in the areas of applications, computational models, language design, compilers, system architecture, and programming tools to discuss new developments in programming Clouds and parallel systems.
B Przemysław Stpiczyński przem@hektor.umcs.lublin.pl Ami Marowka amimar2@yahoo.com The next set of papers concern language-based parallelization techniques. Marowka [6] investigates the efforts devoted by the Python community to improve the performance of this language in scientific applications. Mostly, he focuses on Numba, a much-promised solution that preserves the performance improvement in code ported to different target architectures. Stpiczyński [8] evaluates intrinsics, OpenMP, TBB and Cilk Plus as basic language-based tools for simple and efficient optimization of computational problems that need both task and data parallelization techniques. Blöcker and Hoffmann [2] propose a fully deterministic process calculus for parallel and distributed programming implemented in Haskell as a domain-specific language. Batko and Kuta [1] compare their new functional language Anemone with actor systems of Scala and Erlang.
Finally, four papers present the use of parallel programming for solving real-world computational problems. Bylina [3] demonstrates the methodology for parallelization of finding stochastic bounds for Markov chains on multicore and manycore platforms using OpenMP and Cilk Plus. Tokura et al. [10] present an almost optimal columnwise prefix-sum algorithm for GPUs. Halver et al. [5] discuss the use of OpenCL as a language for implementation of classical molecular dynamics simulation useful for benchmarking different hardware platforms. Szustak [9] presents an innovative strategy for the data flow synchronization in stencil parallel computations on sharedmemory systems.
